For some teachers, new state rules mean big raises

With nearly $1 billion in new funding, some school districts have offered teachers double-digit pay hikes. But other districts say lawmakers intended to cap salaries.

Members of the Kent Education Association (KEA) went on strike at the Kent School District approximately lunch hour last week. The strike rules an teacher pay have some districts upping to double-digit raises while others struggle to keep up. Kent is among the districts where officials argue the area's new funding formulas still disadvantages them.
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Washington housing market cools

For the first time in a year, Washington is seeing the first sign of a housing market cooling in the Seattle area, according to CoreLogic. Home price growth was still strong, but the numbers show a slightly slower pace.
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How did plane thief know how to do aerial acrobatics?

NO APPARENT TRAINING

Puzzled experts say he could have learned a little from video games

BY MATT DAY

Seattle Times sports

The latest report that Richard Russell, a 22-year-old Florida man who may have flown a plane to Today's Tugboat and then crashed it in an aquarium in Bellingham, which police believe he piloted into the aquarium at night, is the latest in a series of aerial crime wave.

The question is whether the 28-year-old, a member of a generation

State home prices' breakneck growth rate slows just a little

WASHINGTON TIMES

Year-over-year prices are still rising, but not as fast as last year
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UPATED BY NEVADA

Year-over-year prices are still rising, but not as fast as last year
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